GAMING LABORATORIES INTERNATIONAL (GLI) AWARDED
TESTING & QA SERVICES RFP BY
ONTARIO LOTTERY AND GAMING CORPORATION
VANCOUVER, British Columbia (2 November 2011) – GLI Test Labs Canada ULC, also doing business as
“TST, A GLI Company,” has been awarded two important service streams from the Ontario Lottery and
Gaming Corporation (OLG). GLI/TST will provide independent gaming and related-applications testing
and Quality Assurance (QA) services, as well as laboratory-based physical devices and systems testing
and QA services.
“OLG currently operates a proficient internal lab and testing facility with capabilities to test physical
devices. That is why we are thrilled that OLG has elected to have the option for gaming applications and
devices testing and QA functions to be provided through independent labs, such as GLI/TST,” said TST
CEO Salim Adatia. “This is because GLI/TST has the expertise to test highly specialized equipment or
environments that are not necessarily available within OLG.”
The OLG RFP requires access to independent testing and QA services from experts demonstrating
relevant gaming and related-applications expertise for the purposes of performing independent
verification and validation of gaming and related applications functions and performance on an asneeded and when-requested basis.
“We are excited to be on OLG’s roster to provide these testing and QA services, and therefore be
recognized as having the appropriate people, processes and enabling technologies,” Adatia said. “With
the combined forces of GLI and TST, we are simply the world’s foremost gaming testing authority with
the most experience in the industry. We are confident we will be of great value to OLG.”
About GLI/TST: For more than 20 years, Gaming Laboratories International, LLC has been the world
leader in providing independent testing, inspection and certification services to the gaming industry.
With 19 laboratory locations located across Africa, Asia, Australia, the Caribbean, Europe, North America
and South America, GLI is the only global organization of its kind to hold U.S. and international
accreditations for compliance with ISO/IEC 17025, 17020 and Guide 65 standards for technical
competence in the Gaming industry. GLI offers independent third party evaluation and certification of
Gaming technology, devices and systems in addition to providing network and information security
assessments. For more information, visit www.gaminglabs.com or www.tstglobal.com.
About OLG: OLG is a provincial agency responsible for province-wide lottery games and gaming facilities.
Since 1975, OLG lotteries, Casinos, Slots, and Resort Casinos have generated more than $34 billion for
the benefit of the Province of Ontario. Gaming proceeds support Ontario's hospitals, amateur sport,
recreational and cultural activities, communities, provincial priority programs such as health care and
education, and local and provincial charities and non-profit organizations through the Ontario Trillium
Foundation.
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